Event Details

Title of Event
How does culture enable local governments & private sector to create meaningful urban transformation?

Organization Details
Organization: Urban Catalyst Lab
Organization Country: United States of America

Summary
Artists & creatives alike can provoke a universal revolution of consciousness - one that is not nation state-specific, but rather planetary in nature. Art-as-a-solution and participatory urban design practices paired with frontier technology can enable the full transformation of our communities, cities and the planet and accelerate our behavioral change to achieve sustainability. We will invite all artists, creators of Abu-Dhabi and beyond, as well as local governments & private sector to join us in an experimental training where we apply art-as-a-solution & other pluralist urban design frameworks to create local-to-global ideation of the future of their cities. The audience will be immersed in a design thinking session on identifying impact areas & and developing metrics on a future AI-based impact measurement tool for art-as-a-solution and other pluralist urban designs. The outcome will feed into the design of the upcoming hackathon in Atlanta, organized by Urban Catalyst Lab and other partnering organizations.

Other Organization name
Accenture, UN-Habitat, Mayor’s Office of Mannheim, Germany, United Cities and Local Governments, Habitat for Humanity International, UN MGCY